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_ INTRODUCTION
The STS-40 Space ShuttleProgramMissionReport containsa summaryof the
vehicle subsystemoperationsduring the forty-firstflight of the Space Shuttle
and the eleventh flightof the Orbiter vehicleColumbia (0V-102). In addition
to the Columbia vehicle, the flightvehicle consistedof an External Tank (ET)
designatedas ET-41 (LWT-34),three Space Shuttlemain engines (SSME's)(serial
numbers2015, 2022, and 2027 in positionsi, 2, and 3, respectively),and two
Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB's)designatedas BI-044.
The primary objectiveof the STS-40 flightwas to successfullyperform the
plannedoperationsof the SpacelabLife Sciences-I (SLS-I)payload. The
secondaryobjectivesof this flightwere to perform the operationsrequiredby
the Getaway Special (GAS) payloadsand the Middeck 0-GravityDynamics Experiment
i (MODE)payload.
The sequenceof events for the mission is shown in Table I, and the official
Orbiter ProblemTracking List is presentedin Table II. In addition,each
Orbiter subsystemanomaly is discussedin the applicablesubsystemsectionof
the report and a referenceto the assigned trackingnumber is provided.
Official ET, SRB, and SSME anomaliesare also discussed in their respective
sections of the report and the assigned trackingnumber is also shown.
The crew for this forty-firstflight of the Space Shuttlevehiclewas Bryan D.
O'Connor,Col., USMC, Commander;Sidney M. Gutierrez,Lt. Col., USAF, Pilot;
f-_. James P. Bagian,M.D., Mission SpecialistI; Tamara E. Jernigan,Ph.D., Mission
Specialist2; M. Rhea Seddon,M.D., Mission Specialist3; F. Drew Gaffney, M.D.,
Payload Specialisti; and Millie Hughes-Fulford,Ph.D., Payload Specialist2.
This was the second Space Shuttleflight for the Commander,Mission
Specialisti, and Mission Specialist3, and the first Space Shuttle flight for
the remainingcrew members.
SUMMARY
The first launch attempt for the STS-40 mission,originallyscheduledfor
May 22, 1991, was postponedbecause of three Orbiter issues: the failureof
multiplexer/demultiplexer(MDM) FA2; the failureof general purposecomputer
(GPC) 4; and the concernover possible crackihgof temperatureprobes in the
main propulsionsystem (MPS). The MDM FA2 failureoccurred on the primary port;
MDM FA2 was removedand replaced. GPC 4 failed out of the redundantset
(failure to synchronize)and was removedand replaced. A total of nine suspect
- temperatureprobes in the MPS liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen lines were also
removed. The five probes removed from the liquid oxygen lines were replaced.
One liquid hydrogenmanifold temperatureprobe was replaced,and the three
remainingliquid hydrogen engine feedlineprobe ports were plugged.
The second launch attempt for STS-40,on Saturday,June I, 1991, was scrubbed
prior to the T-20 minute hold becauseof an inertialmeasurementunit (IMU)
problem. In IMU 2, the X-Y accelerometer bias shift exceeded the Operations and
Maintenance Requirements and Specifications Document (OMRSD) criteria during the
preflight calibration. Results of additional calibrations showed that the
shifts exceeded the OMRSD retest criteria and a decision was made to remove and
replace the IMU prior to lift-off. As a result, the launch was rescheduled for
Wednesday, June 5, 1991.
At the planned launch time on June 5, weather conditions did not meet minimum
criteria and the countdown was held at T-9 minutes. However, after a delay of
approximately 1 hour 25 minutes, weather conditions cleared and the countdown
was resumed.
The STS-40mission,the firstSpacelabLifeSciencesmission,was successfully
launchedfromlaunchpad 39B at 156:13:24:51.008G.m.t.(8:24:51a.m.c.d.t,on
June5, 1991). All Orbitersubsystemsoperatednominally,all SSMEand SRB
start sequences occurred as expected, and the launch phase performance was
satisfactory in all respects. SRB separation, main engine cutoff (MECO), and
ET separation all occurred nominally. MECO occurred at 156:13:33:20.808 G.m.t.
No orbital maneuvering subsystem (OMS)-I maneuver was required. The dual-engine
OMS-2 maneuver was performed at 156:14:07:09.4 G.m.t. Duration of the maneuver
was 124.1 seconds, resulting in a velocity change of approximately 197.3 ft/sec
that placed the Orbiter in the planned 160 x 150 nmi. orbit with an inclination
of 39 degrees.
Shortly after the payload bay door was opened, video of the aft bulkhead showed
several thermal blankets that were partially unfastened and a section of the aft
bulkhead payload bay door environmental seal that was also displaced between
rollers 4 and 3 on the port side of the bulkhead centerline. Video from payload
bay cameras B and C, as well as video taken by the crew with the onboard
camcorder, was used to aid in the analysis of this problem. A team investigated
the payload bay door environmental seal anomaly, and potential concerns for door
closure, entry heating, and venting pressure were evaluated. A section of seal
material was shipped from KSC to JSC for use in the evaluation of potential
extravehicular activity (EVA) tools, if an EVA became necessary.
The results of the analysis and testing on the loose payload bay door seal
indicated a high level of confidence that normal payload bay door closure would
yield a safe configuration for entry without requiring a contingency EVA.
Also, testing on OV-I03 at KSC indicated that the proposed contingency EVA
tasks (either to cut off the loose seal or to re-insert the seal in its
retainer) could be performed, if necessary. The thermal analysis results
indicated that no thermal concerns existed for entry using the STS-40 planned
attitude timeline.
On flight day 2, the crew reported that the aft port latch on the lithium
hydroxide (LiOH) stowage door was stuck closed. In-flight maintenance (IFM)
tools were used to pry the latch open, and the latch access was secured with
tape. Analysis showed that no structural concerns existed for entry with the
latch open. However, the crew was able to close the latch prior to entry using
onboard tools.
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The OMS crossfeed line heater A failed off at 157:20:01 G.m.t., and the B heater
was selected.The B heateroperatednominallyand remainedselectedfor the
remainder of the mission.
The L5L vernier reaction control system (RCS) thruster was failed off by the
redundancy management (RM) at 158:00:51G.m.t. due to low chamber pressure. The
thruster was hot-fired a few minutes after the failed indication, and although
the chamber pressure was erratic, it did achieve 90 percent of the normal
performance level after three firings. The thruster was used for the remainder
of the mission even though the chamber pressure remained degraded.
The crew reported that the Orbiter camcorder would not operate with the video
interface unit (VIU)-C power cable, but it would operate with batteries. An
in-flight maintenance (IFM) procedure was performed on the camcorder VIU.
Following this activity, the camcorder operated properly with the VIU. However,
whenever the video/power cable assembly was held in certain positions, the
camcorder operated intermittently.
A text and graphics system (TAGS) jam occurred at 162:09:30 G.m.t. The TAGS had
exhibited a number of false jam indications earlier in the mission. However,
the jam conditions that occurred during the uplink of the morning mail on flight
day 7 was proven to be a true jam by a subsequent page advance. The crew
performed the standard malfunction procedure to clear the jam condition, but
the badly wrinkled paper could not be totally removed from the developer and
normal TAGS operations could not be restored. The teleprinter was used for
_ uplinkingmessagesin placeof theTAGS.
The cryogenichydrogentank3 heaterA failedat 163:05:15G.m.t. Sincethe
hydrogen in tank 3 was still usable, a nominal tank depletion sequence was
followed for the remainder of the mission.
Beginning at 157:18:20 G.m.t., and continuing intermittently throughout the
mission, communications dropouts were experienced while operating on the lower
left and right S-band antennas. The dropouts were on both the forward and
return links and caused some inconveniences, but the losses did not impact the
successfulcompletionof themission.
The flight control system (FCS) checkout was initiated at 164:14:08:27.93 G.m.t.
Auxiliary power unit (APU) 2 was operated for 7 minutes for the FCS checkout.
The RCS hot-fire test was performed at approximately 164:15:46 G.m.t., and
during the following 10-minute period all RCS thrusters operated satisfactorily.
The payload bay door seal was thermally conditioned by placing the Orbiter in a
" nose-to-sun 1.8-degree pitch-down attitude for a 30-minute period prior to port
door closure. The port door was closed and latched at 165:11:20:23 G.m.t. with
no interferencefrom theseal,and thestarboard oorwas closedat
165:12:08:53G.m.t. The crewcompletedall plannedexperimentoperations,as
well as entry preparations and stowage. The deorbit maneuver was performed at
165:14:37:36 G.m.t. The maneuver was approximately 169.5 seconds in duration
and the differential velocity was 286.0 ft/sec. Entry interface occurred at
165:15:07:53G.m.t.
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Main landing gear touchdown occurred on Edwards Air Force Base runway 22 at
165:15:39:11G.m.t. (June 14, 1991). Nose landing gear touchdown occurred
15 seconds later with wheels stop at 165:15:40:05 G.m.t. Data show that the
rollout was normal in all respects. The flight duration was 9 days 2 hours
15 minutes 14 seconds. The APU's were shut down by 165:15:58:15 G.m.t., and the
crew completed the required postflight reconfigurations and exited the Orbiter
landing area in a specially prepared van at 165:16:13:20 G.m.t.
This first Spacelab Life Sciences mission consisted of 20 experiments of which
the primary objective was to investigate known fundamental biological problems
of manned space flight in an integrated manner. The experiments were conducted
in the Spacelab long module and the Orbiter mlddeck. Also, one middeck
0-gravity dynamics experiment precursor was flown. Twelve GAS payloads were
flown in the cargo bay. Data were obtained on all experiments.
Twenty-one DT0's were planned for this mission and data were obtained on 19 of
these DTOrs. In addition, I0 detailed supplementary objectives (DSO's) were
scheduled and data were collected on all of the DSO's.
VEHICLEPERFORMANCE
The vehicle performance section of this report contains a discussion of the
operation and performance of the major subsystems of the flight vehicle.
A determination of ascent vehicle performance was made using vehicle
acceleration and preflight proPUlsion prediction data. From these data, the
average flight-derived engine specific impulse (Isp) determined for the time
period between SRB separation and start of 3g throttling was 452.21 seconds as
compared to a fleet average tag value of 452.51 seconds. The relative velocity
of the vehicle reached the adaptive guidance/throttllng (AGT) reference value at
20.085 seconds, resulting in a calculated time difference, which should be used
to adjust the pitch and throttle profiles, of +0.4023 second.
SOLID ROCKET B00STERSIREDESIGNED SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
All SRB systems performed as expected, and no SRB anomalies were identified.
The SRB prelaunch countdown was normal. Redesigned solid rocket motor (RSRM)
overall propulsion performance was well within the required specification
limits, and the propellant burn rate for each RSRM was normal. RSRM thrust
differential during the buildup, steady-state, and tailoff phases were well
within specifications. RSRM propulsion performance parameters are presented in
the table on the following page. All SRB thrust vector control prelaunch
conditions and flight performance requirements were met with ample margins. All
electrical functions were performed properly. No SRB or RSRM launch commit
criteria (LCC) or 0MRSD violations occurred during the countdown.
The RSRM performance was lower than expected during the first 20 seconds of the
STS-40 ascent, but recovered later in the flight. STS-40 was the first motor
set to contain ammonium perchlorate manufactured by a new supplier. The chamber
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pressure for both motors adjusted to 60 °F and 0.368 in/sec burn rate was 15 to
20 psi lower than the block nominal motor for the first 20 seconds of flight,
yet all RSRM performance requirements were met. This deviation did not violate
specified limits; however, it did affect the adaptive guldance/throttling (AGT)
which is used to compensate for off-nominal RSRMperformance. The AGT scheme,
which was based on previous RSRM performance profiles, incorrectly assumed that
the RSRM performance would continue to be low for the entire SRB firing and
adjusted the SSME guidance/throttling to compensate, thus causing a high
performing vehicle. An evaluation is underway to determine if the AGT logicl
should be removed from the flight software.
Power-up and operation of all case, igniter and field joint heaters were
accomplished routinely. All RSRM temperatures were maintained within acceptable
limits throughout the countdown. Ground purges maintained the case/nozzle joint
and flexible bearing temperatures within the required LCC ranges.
The SRB flight structural temperature response was as expected. Postflight
inspection of the recovered hardware indicated that the SRB thermal protection
system (TPS) performed properly during ascent with very little TPS acreage
ablation.
Separationsubsystemperformancewas normalwith all boosterseparationmotors
(BSM's)expendedand all separationboltssevered. Nose capjettison,frustum
separation,and nozzlejettisonoccurrednormallyon each SRB.
Both SRB'sseparatedfromtheET at approximatelythepropertime,and theentry
and decelerationsequencewas properlyperformedon both SRB's. Data indlcate
thatall decelerationsubsystemsperformedas designed.Both SRB'swere
recoveredby the retrievalshipsand returnedtoKSC for inspection,disassembly
and shipmentto therefurbishmentfacility.
EXTERNALTANK
All objectives and requirements associated with ET propellant loading and flight
operations were met. All ET electrical equipment and instrumentation performed
satisfactorily. The operation of the ET heaters and purges was monitored and
all performed properly except for the nose cone purge gas temperature
measurement no. I (T41TI820H), which differed from measurement no. 2 by
approximately 20 °F throughout the countdown. No LCC or OMRSD violations were
occurred, and no anomalies were identified.
As expected, only the normal ice/frost formations for the June atmospheric
environment were observed during the countdown. No frost or ice existed in the
- acreage areas of the ET. Normal quantities of ice or frost were present on the
liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen feedlines and on the pressurization line
brackets. Frost was also present along the liquid hydrogen protruding air load
ramps. All the the ice or frost observations were acceptable as defined in
Space Shuttle documentation. The ice/frost "Red Team" reported that no
anomalous TPS conditions existed.
The ET flightperformancewas excellent.The ET pressurizationsystem
functioned properly throughout engine start and ascent. The minimum ullage
pressure experienced during the period of the ullage pressure slump was
14.7 psid.
The ET tumblesystemwas deactivatedfor thisflight. ET separationwas
confirmed,and the crew tookover 100 photographsof theET afterseparationto
meet requirements of DTO 312. ET entry and breakup occurred within the
predicted footprint.
RSRM PROPULSION PERFORMANCE
Parameter Left motor, 78 °F Right motor, 78 °F
Predicted Actual Predicted Actual
Impulse ga_es
1-20, I0_ Ibf-sec 66.18 64.56 65.96 65.03
1-60, I0_ Ibf-sec 176.22 174.02 175.73 174.18
I-AT, lOb Ibf-sec 297.41 296.70 297.44 296.04
Vacuum Isp, ibf-sec/ibm 268.6 267.95 268.6 267.33
Burn rate, in/sec (625 psia) 0.3724 0.3705 0.3716 0.3716
Event times, seconds
Ignition interval 0.232 N/A 0.232 N/A
Web time 109.0 II0.0 109.4 109.1
Actiontime 120.8 122.3 121.2 121.6
Separationcommand, seconds 124.0 124.9 124.0 124.9
PMBT, °F 78.0 78.0 78.0 78.0
Maximum ignitionrise rate, 90.4 N/A 90.4 N/A
psi/lO ms
Decay time, seconds 2.8 3.2 2.8 2.6
(59.4 psia to 85 K)
Tailoff imbalance Predicted Actual
Impulse differential, N/A 477.0
klbf-sec
SPACESHUTTLEMAIN ENGINES
All prelaunch operations associated with the SSME's were executed successfully.
Ground support equipment (GSE) provided adequate control for the SSME's during
launch preparation. All SSME parameters were normal throughout the prelaunch
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countdownand comparedwell with parametersobservedon previous flights. The
engine-readyindicationwas achieved at the proper time, all LCC were met, and
engine start and thrustbuildupwere normal.
Preliminaryflight data indicate the SSME performanceduring engine start,
mainstage, throttling,shutdown,and propellantdump operationswas well within
specifications. All three enginesstarted and operated normally. High pressure
oxidizer turbopump(HPOTP)and high pressure fuel turbopump(HPFTP)temperatures
appeared to be well within specificationthroughoutengine operation. The SSME
controllersprovided the proper controlof the engines throughoutpowered
flight,and no failureshave been identified. Engine dynamicdata generally
comparedwell with previousflight and test data. All on-orbitactivities
" associatedwith the SSME'swere accomplishedsuccessfully.
SHUTTLERANGE SAFETY SYSTEM
Shuttlerange safety system (SRSS)closed-looptestingwas completedas
scheduledduring the launch countdown. The SRSS safe and arm (S&A) deviceswere
armed and all system inhibitswere turnedoff at appropriatetimes. All SRSS
measurementsindicatedthat the system performedas expected throughoutthe
flight. The system signal strengthremainedabove the specifiedminimum
(-97 dBm) for the duration of the flight.
Prior to SRB separation,the SRB S&A deviceswere safed, and SRB system'power
was turned off as planned. The ET range safety system remained active until ET
separationfrom the Orbiter.
ORBITER SUBSYSTEMS
Main PropulsionSystem
The overallperformanceof the MPS was excellent. Liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen loadingwas performedas plannedwith no stop-flowsor reverts. No
OMRSD violationswere noted.
The MPS helium system performedsatisfactorily. Throughout the preflight
operations,no significanthazardousgas concentrationswere detected,and the
maximumhydrogen level in the Orbiteraft compartmentwas 150 ppm. This level
was significantlylower than normallyexperiencedon OV-102. The helium
- concentrationin the aft compartmentduring propellantloadingpeaked near
10,500 ppm at the start of fast fill, but stabilizedat a satisfactorylevel of
6000 ppm at T-5 hours.
At 156:05:05G.m.t., about 8 hours prior to launch,all three liquid hydrogen
recirculationpump speed indicatorsdropped to zero because of a loss of power.
This loss of power lasted for 17 seconds.About 20 minutes after power returned
to the pumps, the secondarypower supply was activated. Pump operationwas
satisfactoryfor the remainderof the countdown.
A comparisonof the calculatedand inventorypropellantloads at the end of
replenishresults in a satisfactoryloadingaccuracyof +0.052 percent for
liquid hydrogenand +0.096 percent for liquid oxygen.
The gaseousoxygenflowcontrolvalves(FCV's)wereshimmedto the target
position corresponding to a 78-percent flow area. This was the first flight in
whichtheFCV's were fixedin one position.The gaseous oxygen pressurization
systemperformednormallythroughouthe flight.
Preliminarydata indicatethattheliquidoxygenand liquidhydrogen
pressurization systems performed as planned and that all net positive suction
pressure (NPSP) requirements were met throughout the flight.
Postflightevaluationof thefilmfromthecamerain theET umbilicalwellof
OV-I02 revealed a shiny, cylindrical object floating past its field of view
afterET separation(FlightProblemSTS-40-V-16).The objectwas tentatively
identified as the outboard guide pin bushing from the ET liquid hydrogen 17-inch
disconnect. Analyses performed on both still photographs and video show that
the length-to-diameter ratio of the object matches this bushing. In addition,
photographs of the ET liquid hydrogen umbilical after separation show a shiny
region at only one of the two bushing locations. Analysis is continuing in an
effort to determine how the bushing became dislodged and what can be done to
prevent future occurrences.
Reaction Control Subsystem
The RCS performed satisfactorily throughout the mission with one anomaly
identified. Propellant consumption totaled 4239.8 lb. The RCS was used to
perform the maneuvers in support of DT0 242 (Entry Aerodynamic Control Surface
Test).
At 158:00:51 G.m.t., vernier thruster L5L was failed off by the redundancy
management (RM) system because of low chamber pressure of 18 psia (Flight
Problem STS-40-V-07). The thruster was hot-fired three times a few minutes
later with the chamber pressure improving with each pulse. Chamber pressure did
achieve the 90-percent level, and as a result, the thruster was reselected for
use for the remainder of the flight. However, the thruster chamber pressure
remained slightly degraded (about 100 psia vs. nominal of 110 psia). Vernier
thruster L5D was also noted to have a very small number of low chamber pressure
pulses (80-90 psia), but this condition did not impact the mission.
Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem
The OMS performed satisfactorily throughout the mission. Two OMS maneuvers,
OMS-2 and deorbit, were completed. The OMS-2 maneuver was 124.1 seconds in
duration with a _V of 197.3 ft/sec. The deorbit maneuver was 169.5 seconds in
duration with a 8V of 286.0 ft/sec. Both oxidizer gaging systems and the left
pod fuel gaging system operated nominally throughout the mission; however, the
right pod fuel gaging system was biased high and caused discrepant right aft
gauge and total quantity readings.
Propellant usage for the two firings was 7155 ib of oxidizer and 4236 ib of
fuel. The total quantity was biased high by 14 percent after OMS-2, and
3 percent after the deorbit maneuver. This bias occurred on a previous mission
and continues to be an ongoing concern.
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The left-hand OMS engine gaseous nitrogen system leakage was 40 psi/day during
prelaunch operations, and this condition was waived prior to flight. Following
OMS-2, the leakage was measured and found to be 20 psi/day. This leakage did
not impact the successful completion of the mission.
The OMS oxidizer crossfeed line A heater failed to control at the low set point
(66 °F) at 157:20:01G.m.t., and the B heater was selected (Flight Problem
STS-40-V-04). The B heater operated satisfactorily throughout the remainder of
. the mission.
Power Reactant Storage and Distribution Subsystem
The power reactant storage and distribution (PRSD) subsystem performance was
nominal throughout the 218-hour mission with one anomaly identified. The
Orbiter was flown in the five-tank-set configuration, and a total of 2717.9 lb
of oxygen and 325.9 lb of hydrogen was consumed. The oxygen usage includes
130.5 lb that was used by the crew. Reactants remaining at the end of the
mission would have provided a mission extension capability of 73 hours at
17.0 kW.
Hydrogen tank 3 heater A failed off at 163:05:15:53 G.m.t. (Flight Problem
STS-40-V-08), and on-orbit troubleshooting verified that the heater would not
come on in either the manual or auto modes. Tank 3 depletion was completed
first using heater B.
.f-_ Fuel Cell Powerplant Subsystem
The fuel cell powerplant performance was nominal throughout the mission with no
anomalies identified. The total mission energy produced was 3720 kwh at an
average power level of 17.0 kwh and 563 A. The fuel cell water production was
2913 lb. The fuel cell i hydrogen flowmeter read off-scale high, but this did
not affect fuel cell performance. This condition was initially noted on a
previous mission of this vehicle.
Auxiliary Power Unit Subsystem
The performance of the APU subsystem was nominal during the STS-40 mission with
one anomaly identified that did not impact the mission. The following table
presents the cumulative run time and fuel consumption of the APU's during the
mission.
APU 1 (S/N310) APU 2 (S/N312) APU 3 (S/N306)
_ FlightPhase Time, Fuel Time, Fuel Time, Fuel
min:sec consumption, min:sec consumption, min:sec consumption,
ib Ib ib
_scent 00:18:55 46 00:18:53 48 00:18:54 51
FCScheckout 00:06:59 20
Entry 01:24:43 152 01:02:01 125 01:02:01 131
_- Totala 01:43:38 198 01:27:53 193 01:20:55 182/
The total includes 18 minutes 44 seconds of APU operation after landing.
During the deorbit maneuver, the APU 1 test line temperature 1 rose to 99 °F which
violated the fault detection annunciator (FDA) limit of 95 °F, and a thermal APU
message was generated (Flight Problem STS-40-V-12). The temperature began to
decline before heater B was turned off.
Other minor problems noted but did not affect the mission included:
a. APU I experienced higher than normal vibration during entry,
although no limits were violated.
b. APU 2 exhaust gas temperature (EGT) 2 sensor operated erratically
during ascent and entry. The erratic operation of the EGT 2 sensor
may have caused the APU 3 injector temperature bias discussed in
item c.
c. APU 3 injector temperature was biased low during ascent and entry
(approximately 200 °F) and remained biased 30 °F below the APU 3 gas
generator bed temperature during on-orbit heater operation. Also,
the APU 3 injector temperature sensor operated erratically during
ascent and entry, and this is similar to the problem that was
experienced on STS-38.
H[draulics/Water Spra_ Boiler Subsystem
The hydraulics/water spray boiler subsystem operated nominally throughout the
STS-40 mission with no anomalies or problems noted. Four recirculation pump
actuations occurred during the mission. System 1 and 2 recirculation pumps each
actuated one time for thermal conditioning and system recharging, and system 3
pump actuated twice for thermal conditioning.
Pyrotechnics Subsystem
The pyrotechnics subsystem operated satisfactorily throughout the STS-40 mission
with no anomalies identified.
Environmental Control and Life Support Subsystems
All environmental control and life support subsystems (ECLSS) operated
satisfactorily and no anomalies were noted. The atmospheric revitalization
system (ARS) performed nominally and all in-flight checkout requirements were
satisfied. Performance of the air and coolant loops was normal, and the carbon
dioxide partial pressure was maintained below 2.3 mm Hg. Cabin air temperature
and relative humidity peaked at 82 °F and 51 percent, respectively. Avionics
bays 1, 2, and 3 air outlet temperatures peaked at 108 °F, 106 °F, and 92 °F,
respectively. Avionics bays 1, 2, and 3 water coldplate temperatures peaked at
92 °F, 95 °F, and 82 °F, respectively.
DTO 647 (Water Separator Filter Performance Evaluation) was performed on flight
days 3 and 5. The filter was installed between the cabin heat exchanger and the
humidity separator and good data were obtained.
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The humidity separator A fan speed indication was known to be inoperative prior
to launch. When the scheduled humidity separator prefilter DTO was performed,
video of the humidity separator wire bundles showed a broken wire in the speed
sensor A output signal to the MDM. The wire was taped to prevent inadvertent
contact with other components. This problem was known prior to flight and had
no impact to the mission.
The humidity separator prefilter detailed testobjective (DTO) 647 (Water
separator Filter Performance Evaluation) was performed with humidity separator B
operating. Evaluation of the data showed that once a majority of the filter was
wetted, a volume of water slugged the separator, causing a small amount of water
carry-over. At this point of the test, the filter was removed and the DTO
terminated. A second test of DTO 647 was completed successfully with humidity
separator B operating, after which the filter was removed and the LiOH box was
reinstalled. Preliminary results indicate that the filter functioned properly,
no evidence of water carry-over occurred, and the DTO requirements were met.
The Orbiter and Spacelab pressure control systems (PCS) were used to control
partial pressure of oxygen (PPO2) and total pressure, and the systems operated
nominally.
The active thermal control system (ATCS) controlled temperatures satisfactorily
throughout the mission.
The waste collection system (WCS) performed normally until flight day 9 when
i_ there was some backup of urine in the WCS mode.
The urine monitoring system was successfully used throughout the mission with
nominal performance from the WCS fan separators.
Supply and Waste Water Systems
The supply water system performed normally throughout the mission, and all of
the associated in-flight checkout requirements were performed and satisfied by
the end of the mission. Supply water was managed through the use of the flash
evaporator and overboard dump systems. A total of 13 supply water dumps were
made during the mission. The supply water dump line temperature was maintained
between 72 and I08 °F throughout the mission with the operation of the line
heater.
Waste water was gathered at the predicted rate. Four waste water dumps were
made at a dump rate of 1.99 percent/minute (3.28 lb/minute). The waste water
dump line temperature was maintained between 53 and 81 °F throughout the
mission, while the vacuum vent line temperature was between 59 and 78 °F.
Smoke Detection and Fire Suppression Subsystems
The Orbiter smoke detection system operated satisfactorily throughout the STS-40
mission, and no use of the fire suppression system was required.
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Airlock/Tunnel Adapter Support System
No extravehicular activities were planned or required, and as a result, use of
the airlock and associated hardware was not required. Performance of the
Spacelab tunnel adapter hardware was satisfactory. Onboard video showed that
the hatch C thermal cover was open (Flight Problem STS-40-V-09). Analysis of
the video showed that the open cover would not affect the performance capability
of the hatch hardware.
Avionics and Software Subsystem
The integrated guidance, navigation, and control system and flight control
system performed satisfactorily throughout the mission. DTO 242 (Entry
Aerodynamic Control Surfaces Test) was performed using the flight control
system; however, the maneuvers scheduled to occur between Mach Ii and 8 were
inhibited because of trajectory considerations.
The IMU performance was nominal during the mission. However, prior to the T-20
minute hold during prelaunch operations for the second launch attempt, IMU 2
accelerometer data failed a comparison test. The X-Y accelerometer bias shift
between resolver-indicated attitude and accelerometer-indicated attitude
exceeded the OMRSD criteria (Flight Problem STS-40-V-OI). The calibration was
repeated twice, but the data indicated that an instability problem existed in
the accelerometer. As a result, a decision was made to replace the IMU prior to
launch.
The star tracker performed satisfactorily throughout the flight, although the
-Z star tracker failed the initial self-test. The star tracker passed the
second self-test. This condition has been noted on previous missions of this
star tracker in this vehicle and is acceptable.
The data processing system and flight software operated satisfactorily
throughout the STS-40 mission. This was the last flight of the 0I-8 software
and AP-IOIB computers.
The electrical power distribution and control subsystem and the displays and
controls subsystem both performed nominally throughout the mission.
Communications and TrackinG Subsystem
The communications and tracking subsystem performance was satisfactory, although
five anomalies were identified with the communications and tracking equipment.
Four attempts were made to perform DTO 700-1 associated with Low Power Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS), and only one was successful. The TDRS was not
calibrated for the first two attempts. This problem, together with ongoing
computer and refrigerator problems resulted in the DTO being scrubbed on the
third of four attempts.
The performance on the S-band lower-left and lower-right antennas was degraded
throughout the mission (Flight Problem STS-40-V-10). Numerous dropouts were
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experienced. The lower-right antenna was operating with an open corrective
action report (CAR), and the lower-left antenna was operating with a waiver.
The dropouts did not impact normal mission operations. Also, the crew reported
that an unusually high amount of S-band noise was present on the headset during
sleep periods.
The crew reported that the Orbiter camcorder would not operate with the VIU-C
power cable, but it would operate with batteries (Flight Problem STS-40-V-05).
An IFM procedure was performed on the camcorder VIU during which the unit Was
opened, the board removed and inspected, voltages measured, and the unit
reassembled. Following this activity, the camcorder operated properly with the
VIU, and the reason for the failure and "repair" are not known. However, the
• video/power cable assembly for the camcorder continued to cause the camcorder to
operate intermittently when the cable was held in certain positions.
A TAGS jam occurred at 162:09:30 G.m.t. (Flight Problem STS-40-V-06b). The TAGS
had exhibited a number of false jam indications earlier in the mission (Flight
Problem STS-40-V-O6a). However, the jam indication that occurred during the
uplink of the morning mail on flight day 7 was proven to be caused by a true
jam. This was verified by a subsequent page advance. The crew performed the
standard malfunction procedure to clear the jam condition, but normal TAGS
operations could not be restored. Paper was still visible in the right side of
the developer and it could not be reached with the IFM tool. The teleprinter
was used for uplinking messages in place of the TAGS.
F A loss of communications on the air-to-ground loop was experienced by mission
specialists 1 and 3 while operating on audio interface unit (AIU) -D, which was
located in the Spacelab (Flight Problem STS-40-V-13a). The crew members
switched to unit C that was plugged into the Orbiter and used the middeck
antenna to restore good communications. Also, the crew experienced a temporary
loss of communications on the air-to-ground loop while operating on AIU-E
(Flight Problem STS-40-V-13b). The crew were able to use other communication
units and maintain satisfactory communications.
The payload data interleaver (PDI) switch scan (V75S5100E) changed state when
the PDI off/on uplink commands were sent through the ground command interface
logic (GCIL) unit (Flight Problem STS-40-V-15). Initial evaluation indicates a
problem in the GCIL circuitry.
The Tactical Air Command and Navigation (TACAN) 3 unit exhibited erratic range
data during the FCS checkout. The problem was identified as being caused by an
insufficient amount of warm-up time.
Operational Instrumentation
The performance of the operational instrumentation was satisfactory throughout
the mission with no anomalies identified.
Structures and Mechanical Subsystem
The structures and mechanical subsystems operated satisfactorily with three
anomalies identified. Within the crew module, the Li0H door was stuck closed
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(Flight Problem STS-40-V-03). The crew pried the door open as access to this
area was required for mission success. Since two crew-member seats rest on the
door, it was necessary for the crew to latch and close this door for entry. The
crew was able to close the door for entry. Postflight tests indicated that the
latch moved freely.
Shortly after the payload bay door was opened, video of the aft bulkhead showed
several thermal blankets that were partially unfastened (Flight Problem
STS-40-V-02b) and a section of the aft bulkhead payload bay door environmental
seal that was also displaced between rollers 4 and 3 on the port side of the
bulkhead centerllne (Flight Problem STS-40-V-02a).
The results of the analysis and testing on the loose payload bay door seal
indicated a high level of confidence that normal payload bay door closure would
yield a safe configuration for entry without requiring a contingency EVA.
The payload bay door seal was thermally conditioned by placing the Orbiter in a
nose-to-sun 1.8-degree pitch-down attitude for a 30-minute period prior to port
door closure. The port door was closed and latched with no apparent
interference from the seal. The postflight inspection revealed that the seal
had been forced to the bottom of the passive hook at bulkhead latch 4.
The postflight runway inspection revealed thermal damage to the right-hand ET
door (Flight Problem STS-40-V-I1). The inspection showed significant melting
and erosion of the forward centerline latch fitting and adjacent tile. Also, a
flow path was identified to a void between the structure and bracket behind the _"
aft right-hand ETlOrbiter door seal.
Main landing gear touchdown occurred at 165:15:39:10.9 G.m.t. on Edwards AFB
concrete runway 22 at 203.8 KEAS (ground speed of 199.8 knots), and Orbiter data
show that the main landing gear touched down 1615 ft past the runway threshold.
Winds at touchdown were 12 knots with gusts to 17 from 227 degrees true. Nose
gear touchdown occurred 14.6 seconds later, 5914 ft from the runway threshold at
a ground speed of 153.3 knots, and braking was initiated at 135.2 knots. Wheels
stop occurredat 165:15:40:05.5 G.m.t. after a rollout distance, as determined
from Orbiter data, of 9403 ft. (DFRF data showed 9438 ft.). The sink rate at
touchdown was approximately 2 ftlsec and the derotation rate at nose gear
touchdown was 3.48 deglsec.
The maximumbrakepressuresduringrolloutrangedfrom1024 psi to 1160 psi on
the the left main gear, and from 1008 psi to 1248 psi on the right main gear.
Brake energies were 30.16 million ft-lb on the left outboard brake,
28.16 million ft-lb on the left inboard brake, 34.20 million ft-lb on the right
inboard brake, and 38.24 million ft-lb on the right outboard brake. The Orbiter
weighed 226,534 lb at landing.
In support of DTO 517, a high-speed nosewheel steering test was successfully
accomplished beginning at 135 knots indicated air speed. The Commander reported
a handling quality rating of 2 and stated that the vehicle handling qualities
were better than those of the simulator for similar conditions.
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Aerodynamics and Heatin G
The overall aerodynamic performance of the Orbiter was nominal for the STS-40
mission. DTO 242 (Entry Aerodynamic Control Surface Test, Part 5), was
performed during entry. Eight programmed test inputs (PTI's) were planned;
however, only five (1, 2, 5, 6, and 7) PTI's were completed. The DTO section of
this report contains a more detailed discussion.
The ascent aerodynamic and plume heating was nominal, and analysis of the
- modular auxiliary data system (MADS) data is continuing. Entry aerodynamic
heating was within TPS limits, and the preliminary inspection showed some
heating damage on the right-hand ET/Orbiter door forward centerline latch
fitting and adjacent tile (Flight Problem STS-40-V-II).
Thermal Control Subsystem
All structural and component temperatures were maintained within acceptable
limits. All Orbiter thermal control subsystem heaters performed nominally with
the exception of the on-orbit failure of the OMS oxidizer crossfeed line
heater A center thermostat (zone 5). Once on-orbit, several thermal blankets on
the upper aft (Xo 1307) bulkhead were noted to be partially unfastened (Flight
Problem STS-40-VZ02b), and a portion of the payload bay door (PLBD)
environmental seal on the aft bulkhead was dislodged (Flight Problem
STS-40-V-O2a). Also, the Spacelab tunnel adapter EVA thermal cover was
unfastened and was free-floating about its hinge during the on-orbit phase of
/_-_ the mission (Flight Problem STS-40-V-09). A review of the video showed that the
hatch cover was loose much earlier in the mission. The loose cover did not
impact the successful completion of the mission.
The PLBD environmental seal was thermally conditioned by going to a nose-Sun
1.8-degree pitch down attitude for 30 minutes before closing the port door and
thereby increase the confidence that normal door closure would be accomplished.
The doors were closed satisfactorily as discussed earlier in this report. The
unfastened aft bulkhead thermal blankets and tunnel adapter EVA hatch thermal
cover did not present thermal control problems during the mission as the
as-flown attitude timeline was relatively benign.
The OMS oxidizer crossfeed line heater system A (zone 5) failed off at
157:20:01G.m.t. as indicated by the thermostat monitoring sensor (V43T6242A)
falling below the low set point temperature (66 °F) without the heater cycling
on (Flight Problem STS-40-V-04). The B heater was selected and operated
nominally for the remainder of the mission.
A fault detection annunciator (FDA) alarm was triggered on the APU 1 test lineB
heater system (V46TOI83A) at 99 °F approximately 5 minutes after APU start for
the deorbit maneuver (Flight Problem STS-40-V-12). The temperature of this
monitoring sensor jumped 13 °F to trigger the FDA. This phenomenon was not due
to a heater failure. The phenomenon coincides with the deorbit maneuver and
analysis is continuing to determine if an interrelationship between the two
items does truly exist. Analysis of data from previous flights indicates that
this same phenomenon was present; however, initial temperatures prior to the
if-_ jump were lower and consequently, no alarms occurred on those flights.
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: Aerothermodynamlcs
The acreage heating during entry was nominal as indlcatedby the normal
structural temperature rise. The chin panel T-seal surface showed some
degradation. The payload bay environmental seal area showed no evidence of
heating; however, some evidence of flow ingestion was indicated by a small part
(6 to 8 inches) of monkey fur turned inward. The right-hand ETlOrbiter door
metal centerline latch plate was melted at the forward edge.
Thermal Protection Subsystem
The thermal protection subsystem (TPS) performance was nominal, based on
structural temperature responses and some tile surface measurements. The overall
boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow was nominal and
occurred 1220 seconds after entry interface.
Debris impact damage was moderate. Four tile removals and replacements were
identified from the inspection of the debris impacts. The postflight inspection
showed a total of 197 hits on the vehicle and 25 of these hits had a dimension
of > i inch. Of the total hits, 153 were located on the lower surface with 23
having a dimension of > I inch. The largest damage site was located on the
right-hand inboard ele_on where the area measured 7 3/4 by 1 1/8 by 112 inches,
and the largest cluster of hits was located on the liquid hydrogen ETlOrbiter
umbilical opening that had 30 hits. Two of the hits had a dimension of > 1 inch.
The base heat shield peppering was minimal.
Overall, all radial carbon carbon (RCC) parts appeared nominal. The chin panel
inspection revealed no significant changes of the surface bubbling recorded on
its first flight that was attributed to the enhancement coating applied on the
RCC surface. The nose landing gear door TPS was in good condition with only
minor fraying of the thermal barrier forward patch and right-hand outboard
barrier. The forward RCS bulkhead thermal barrier was heavily breached, and the
barrier will be replaced with the removal of the forward RCS module. The
left-hand main landing gear door outboard thermal barrier was breached at both
ends. The elevon-elevon gap tiles were in good condition, with one breached
gap filler. The engine-mounted heat shield thermal curtain was damaged on
engine 1. All other engine blankets were nominal.
Windows 3 and 4 had moderate to heavy hazing with a few small streaks, and
windows 2 and 5 had light-to-moderate hazing around the window periphery with
several small streaks. Evidence of peppering was noted on tiles around these
windows.
Shortly after the payload bay door was opened, video of the aft bulkhead showed
several thermal blankets that were partially unfastened (Flight Problem
STS-40-V-O2b) and a section of the aft bulkhead payload bay door environmental
seal that was also displaced between rollers 4 and 3 on the port side of the
bulkhead centerllne (Flight Problem STS-40-V-02a). Video from payload bay
cameras B and C, as well as video taken by the crew with the onboard camcorder,
was used to aid in the analysis of this problem. A team of Engineering
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Directorate; Safety, Reliability and Quality Assurance Office; Astronaut Office;
Mission Operations Directorate; Rockwell International; and Orbiter and GFE
Projects Office personnel investigated the payload bay door environmental seal
anomaly. Potential concerns for door closure, entry heating, and venting
pressure were evaluated. A section of seal material was shipped from KSC to JSC
for use in the evaluation of potential EVA tools, if an EVA became necessary. A
team also traveled to KSC to evaluate the effects of a failed seal on payload
• bay door closure as well as possible EVA IFM procedures, using OV-103.
The results of the analysis and testing on the loose payload bay door seal
indicated a high level of confidence that normal payload bay door closure would
yield a safe configuration for entry without requiring a contingency EVA.
Although, testing on OV-103 at KSC indicated that the proposed contingency EVA
tasks (either to cut off the loose seal or to re-insert the seal in its
retainer) could be performed, if necessary. The thermal analysis results
indicate that no thermal concerns existed using the STS-40 planned attitude
timeline.
The payload bay door seal was thermally conditioned by placing the Orbiter in a
nose-to-sun 1.8-degree pitch-down attitude for a 30-minute period prior to port
door closure. The port door was closed and latched with no apparent
interference from the seal. The postflight inspection revealed that the seal
had been forced to the bottom of the passive hook at bulkhead latch 4.
The left-hand ET door thermal barrier performance was nominal. Melting/erosion
was noted on the forward right-hand ET/Orbiter door centerline latch fitting and
adjacent tile (Flight Problem STS-40-V-II). The forward end of the latch point
was eroded 2 inch by 0.i inch in depth. The internal bulb seal and thermal
barrier were intact with no evidence of abnormal damage or severe
over-temperature conditions. The adjacent latch patch (thermal barrier) was
intact with typical outer mold line (OML) discoloration. Inspections revealed a
structural gap opening to the aft compartment in the aft corner of the outboard
side of the umbilical cavity. This structural opening coupled with a small void
between the latch point and the thermal barrier latch patch (caused by a
disparity in latch point to adjacent inconel finger step), caused the plasma
flow to ingest into the umbilical cavity and aft compartment and causing the
damage to the door. No damage to any other component was observed or recorded.
FLIGHT CREW EQUIPMENT
_ The flight crew equipment performed in an excellent manner throughout the
flight.
During postflight removal of film from the liquid hydrogen umbilical cavity
cameras, the film from one of the 16 mm cameras located in the ET/Orbiter
umbilical cavity was found to be broken 30 feet from the start of the film. An
inspection of the camera revealed that the camera continued to run and had
suffered some sprocket damage (Flight Problem STS-40-V-14a).
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When the film was removed from the 35 mm camera, the film was found to be broken
6 inches from the start of the film (Flight Problem STS-40-V-14b).
PAYLOADS
The SLS-I payload consisted of 20 experiments relating to the life sciences.
The primary objective of the SLS experiments was to investigate known
fundamental biological problems of manned spaceflight in an integrated manner.
The payload used the SLS long module in the payload bay, as well as the Orbiter
middeck. In addition to the 20 SLS experiments, one Middeck 0-Gravity Dynamics
Experiment (MODE) precursor was flown.
Twelve cargo bay secondary payloads were flown, and these were located in GAS
canisters. Each canister contained an individual GAS payload. These were:
a. G-021 - Test Integrated Circuits
b. G-052 - Melt and Regrow Gallium Arsenlde Crystals
c. G-091 - Formation of Solid and Hollow Ball Bearings
d. G-f05 - Organic and Inorganic Materials Processing
e. G-286 - Production of Lightweight Foamed Metal Samples
f. G-405 - Chemical Precipitates
g. G-408 - Zeolite Crystal Growth and Fluid Behavior
h. G-451 - Flower Bulbs and Seeds
i. G-455 - Structure and Defects of Crystals
j. G-486 - Soldering in Microgravity and in a Vacuum
k. G-507 - Orbiter Stability Experiment
i. G-616 - Floppy Disks and Seeds in Space
SPACELAB
General Performance
As a result of the launch delay of I hour 25 minutes, the crew operated on an
off-nominal timeline for flight day i and focused primarily on metabolic
experiments. However, efficient crew operation allowed the performance of the
cardiovascular measurements, which included the performance of the
echocardiograph sessions on three crew members plus leg volume and central
venous pressure measurements.
The lymphocyte and jellyfish experiments were successfully activated. The crew
reported that the jellyfish were alive and well, seemed to adapt to O-g, and
swam in circles. On flight day 3, 5, 6, and 7, videos were taken of the
pulsating behavior of the jellyfish.
On flight day 2, the crew continued to focus most of their attention on
metabolic and cardiovascular activities. Crew members received isotopes for
experiments investigating body fluid volume, protein metabolism, iron uptake,
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and total body water. Analyses of blood, urine, and saliva samples, which were
taken after the crew received the isotopes, traced the rate of removal of the
isotopes from the body.
Payload specialist crew members performed the baroreflex test and the pulmonary
function test, participated in echocardiograph activities, and had
cardiovascular measurements made during resting and sub-maximal exercise.
On flightday 39 the firsthumanvestibularexperimentsof themissionwere
performed. The crew continued gathering metabolic and cardiovascular/cardio-
pulmonary data. Also, several engineering evaluations of new life sciences
equipment and systems were performed successfully. Evaluations included
- particulate containment demonstration tests (PCDT) in the general purpose work
station (GPWS) and the research animal holding facility (RAHF).
The crew continued cardiovascular/cardiopulmonary and metabolic investigations
on flight day 4. The crew accomplished all planned activities plus some
experiments of opportunity, including a vestibular study using a rotating chair.
All of the PCDT activities were successfully completed, and particulate
containment was demonstrated. The medical restraint system and the small mass
measurement instruments were also evaluated.
Spacelab activities during flight day 5 concentrated primarily on gathering
cardiovascular and cardiopulmonary data that will help scientists determine the
extent of cardiovascular deconditioning at the midway point of the mission.
_ Again, the crew completed all scheduled operations successfully. The crew was
able to conduct several experiments of opportunity, producing additional data
for cardiovascular/cardiopulmonary and human vestibular investigations.
During flight day 6, crewmembers participated in the rotating dome
investigations of the mission, adding to the vestibular data gathered on flight
day 3, 4 and 5. The crew also completed the baselined cardiovascular and
metabolic experiments.
Flight day 7 was a day of "bonus science" and Earth observations. While science
activities on flight day 7 were originally limited to mandatory operations so
that Shuttle resources could be conserved for an extra day in orbit, actual
available resources allowed the crew to work in Spacelab and complete all
planned and shopping list activities.
Activities included repairs to the vestibular dome electromyogram (EMG) cable
connector, dome tests, a repeat of the intravenous pump verification
demonstration, and performance of the RAHF and GPWS test with an animal cage
" containing rodents. The crew reported that the animal handling procedures went
extremely well and that containment was satisfactory.
The RAHF water pressure sensor loss and the elevated rodent water consumption
led to a request for the crew to place gel packs in all rodent cages to ensure
that the animals had sufficient fluids should the flight be extended past nine
days. Using the GPWS, the crew inserted three gel paks per rodent into the RAHF
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cages during flight day 8 activities. Other flight day 8 activities included a
repeat of the flight day 1 and 2 metabolic studies, resting and exercise for
cardiovascular assessment, and performance of the baroreflex experiment.
During the last day (flight day 9) of on-orbit science operations, the crew
performed the final cardiovascular/cardiopulmonary and metabolic experiments.
The data information gathered on flight day 9 will be compared with data
collected before launch, early and midway through the mission, and after
landing.
The crew stowed all science equipment located in the Spacelab module and
deactivated the laboratory.
Gas Analyzer Mass Spectrometer
On flight day I, the gas analyzer mass spectrometer (GAMS) experienced a number
of automatic shutdowns after which the crew performed procedures to restart,
but it would not continue to run. It was left in a bake-out mode overnight. On
flight day 2, the GAMS was successfully calibrated. On flight day 3, GAMS 1
experienced multiple automatic shutdowns and the data on the downlink was noisy.
GAMS 2 was brought up, but it stopped working on flight day 4. Operations were
switched to GAMS 1 and troubleshooting procedures were developed. The primary
GAMS I was used for flight day 5 pulmonary function tests. The data received on
the ground continued to be degraded, although acceptable. The backup GAMS 2
troubleshooting was not successful. A significant number of GAMS calibrations
were required to successfully perform the experiments.
Although data from the primary GAMS I for pulmonary function tests have been
good, the data were noisy and sometimes repeat sessions were requested for the
In-flight Study of Cardiovascular Deconditioning experiment.
Research Animal Holding Facility and Animal Enclosure Modules
The animal enclosure modules (AEM) functioned properly. The temperature inside
the modules was maintained at 80 °F. The RAHF operated nominally. The crew
reported the RAHF cages remained "remarkably clean." Water consumption by the
animals in the AEM's was elevated and the crew refilled the AEM water bags on
flight day 4 and 8. The water tank pressure transducer in the RAHF used to
measure the water level of the reservoir apparently failed. A workaround was
found by keeping track of the number of times the rodents accessed their water
dispensers.
The crew reportedthat all the rodents in the AEM's and RAHF remained healthy
and active. On flight day 8, the crew inserted three gel packs in each RAHF
animal cage enclosure to ensure adequate fluids for up to a 2-day mission
extension.
Refrigerator/Freezer
The Orbiter refrigerator/freezer (ORF) began warming up toward the end of flight
day 2. The crew transferred the samples back to the Spacelab Freezer (SLF) and
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turnedoff the ORF. The ORF was reactivatedearly on flight day 3 and operated
well. The SpacelabFreezer (SLF),at the L9I locationalso had trouble
maintainingtemperatureand was allowed to warm to ambient, then restartedin
the refrigeratormode. The SpacelabRefrigerator(SLR),at the L8I location,
was converted to the freezermode on flight day 2.
The ORF failed to maintain its temperatureduring flight day 4 and the odor that
was reported severaldays earlierhad apparentlyintensified. The disagreeable
odor was thought to be emanatingfrom the unit's door seals and was only a
- problemwhen the door was open. The ORF was shut down and its samples
transferredto the module units. The SLFoperated well in the refrigerator
mode. The Spacelabrefrigerator(SLR) was operatingin the freezermode.
The ORF remainedoff and sealed. A troubleshootingprocedurewas uplinked for
the crew. In this procedure,the crew was instructedto discontinueoperation
of the ORF if any odor was detected,and within 40 seconds of turningon the
ORF, the odor was again noticed. The ORF was immediatelypowereddown and
remained powereddown for the remainderof the flight.
Early on flight day 8, the SLF temperaturesensors indicatedslight increasesin
freezer(L8I) temperatures. The L8I unit was reconfiguredas the refrigerator
and, what was previouslythe refrigerator(L9I),was set in the freezermode,
and sampleswere switched. Later, the temperatureof the L9I unit also began to
rise. The crew then performeda procedureto clear possibleobstructionsfrom
the Freon system. This effort producedno change in monitoredvalues. The L8I
_-_ unit was then configuredagain as a freezer, the filter cleaned,and the samples
loaded. During crew sleep, the rising temperaturein the L8I unit (in freezer
mode and holding the samples)necessitatedthe awakeningof the crew to perform
an IFM on the L9I unit. The crew was again awakened to switch samples into the
L9I unit when it reachedan acceptablefreezer temperature.
Early on flight day 9, the crew performeda repair procedurethat quickly thawed
out the L8I unit and recoveredit as a freezer. Meanwhile, the L9I unit was
turned off to keep the electronicsfrom providinga heating source. Once the
L8I unit returned to acceptablefreezer temperatures,the sampleswere loaded
and a procedurewas implementedto do a "slow fix" on the L9I unit to recover
freezercapability.
After the quick fix, the L8I unit ran well during the day; the L9I unit was
poweredoff, allowed to return to ambient temperature,and the IMAX floodlight
was used to warm air flowingover the evaporatorto melt any remainingice. The
unit was wiped dry and was then configuredas a freezer. Both units operated
well in the freezermode for the remainderof the flight.
SpacelabComputer
On flight day 4, the experimentcomputer (EXC) crashedbut was successfully
re-initial-program-loaded(IPL'd)within I0 minutes; therefore,the momentary
loss had minimal impact on payloadmonitoring.
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The EXC crashed again during crew sleep on flight day 6. The signature for this
anomaly was similar to the EXC anomaly of flight day 4. The EXC was re-IPL'd by
the crew early on flight day 7 and operated normally for the remainder of the
flight. Data dumps from the Spacelab mass memory unit were studied for
troubleshooting and problem isolation.
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND TELEVISION ANALYSIS
The photographic and television analysis team analyzed all launch and landing
films and video plus provided support in the investigation of two anomalies
during and after the STS-40 mission.
On launch day, 23 videos (out of 25 expected) were screened. No anomalies were
observed in any of the video. Cloud cover obscured the view of the vehicle on
several of the tracking cameras beginning approximately 43.5 seconds after
lift-off.
All 7i of the expected launch films were reviewed and no major anomalies were
detected. No Castglance film of the SRB was acquired.
Analysis of the launch films revealed two occurrences of a white puff on the
underside TPS of the Orbiter to the left of the liquid hydrogen disconnect at
156:13:24:46.1G.m.t. and 156:13:24:47.4 G.m.t. The tiles that were involved
were identified and were examined after landing and showed no damage.
Eleven 16 mm films, two 35 mm films and five videos of landing were screened,
and no anomalies were detected.
The STS-40 crew members took 103 hand-held 70mm pictures of the ET after it
separated from the Orbiter. Also, three cameras were located in the umbilical
cavity of the Orbiter; however, two of these cameras failed shortly after being
started (Flight Problem STS-40-V-14). Film from the one 16 mm camera plus the
hand-held photography was used to partially accomplish DTO 312. The analysis of
these films has shown two or three divots on the flange between the intertank
area and the liquid hydrogen tank. This condition has been seen on previous
mission photography and did not impact the successful completion of the ET
mission objectives.
ORBITER AFT BULKHEAD AND PAYLOAD BAY DOOR DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
On-orbit video downlink of the Orbiter payload hay aft bulkhead showed at least
two thermal blankets that were partially detached. Also, the video showed a
portion of the payload bay door seal that was detached.
The break occurred approximately 31 inches left (-Y side) of the vehicle
centerline. Three-dimensional analysis of the two ends of the damaged payload
bay door seal showed that the piece towards the starboard (left) side was
sticking forward from the aft bulkhead about 6 inches and the other piece was
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sticking forwardabout 2 incheswith a small amount of displacementupwards.
Furtheranalysis showed the change in positionwas caused by heating during
exposure to sunlight and coolingwhen in shadow. The seal tips moved further
away from the bulkheadwhen cooled and closer to their normal positionwhen
heated. The amount of this displacementwas determinedto be approximately
I.I incheson the starboardpiece and 0.4 inch on the port piece.
DEBRIS SEEN IN UMBILICALCAMERA FILM AFTER ET SEPARATION
A cylindricalobject was observedapproximately43.7 secondsafter ET
separation,and the object was tumblingacross the field of view of the 16 mm
umbilical-cavltycamera. The debris traveledfrom the top right to the center
bottom edge of the field of view. The object has been identifiedas a small
guide pin sleeve (bushing)from the ET half of the 17-inchdisconnect (Flight
Problem STS-V-40-16). Photographicanalysis of the cylindricalobject continues
in an effort to positivelyidentifythe object and determineits range of size,
length-to-widthratio, and trajectory.
DEVELOPMENTESTOBJECTIVESAND DETAILEDSUPPLEMENTARYOBJECTIVES
A totalof 21DTO's were scheduledfor the STS-40mission.Two DTO'swere not
performedand thesewere:
a. DTO 624 - RadiatorPerformance
b. DTO 805 - CrosswindLandingPerformance
DEVELOPMENTESTOBJECTIVES
AscentDevelopmentTest Objectives
DTO 236 AscentWingAerodynamicDistributedLoads- Datawere collectedand are
beingevaluated.
DTO 301 AscentStructuralCapabilityEvaluation- Datawere collectedand are
beingevaluated.
DTO 312 ET TPS Performance- A totalof 103 photographswere takenby the crew
and an evaluationof the photographshas beenmadeand the resultsare discussed
in thePhotographicand TelevisionAnalysissectionof thisreport. No further
• . analysiswill be performed.
On-OrbitDevelopmentTestObjectives
DTO 623CabinAir MonitorinG - This DTO was successfullycompletedand dataare
beingevaluatedby the sponsor.
DTO 624RadiatorPerformance- This DTO was not performedbecausethe radiators
_---werenot deployed.
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DTO 630 CamcorderDemonstration- This DTO was successfullycompleted. There
were intermittentfailuresof the lapel microphoneand the video interfaceunit.
Also, the 0.5 diopter wide angle lens resultedin significantvignetting. The
video as well as the camcorderare being evaluatedby the sponsor.
DTO 637 On-OrbitCabin Air CleanerEvaluation- This DTO was successfully
completedand the data are being evaluatedby the sponsor.
DTO 647 Water SeparatorFilter PerformanceEvaluation- This DTO was performed
successfully. Good video of the separatorwas received,and the sponsor is
evaluating the data. _
DTO 700-1TDRS S-Band ForwardLink RF Power Level Evaluation- This DTO was
performedsuccessfully. Good resultswere obtained,and the sponsor is further
evaluating the received data.
DTO 785 Head Up Display (HUD) Backup to CrewmanOpticalAlignment Sight (COAS)-
This DTO was successfullycompletedand the data will be evaluatedby the
sponsor.
DTO 796 Vent Uplink Capability- Data were collectedfor this DTO, and the data
will be evaluatedby the sponsor.
DTO 823 AdditionalStowageEvaluationfor ExtendedDurationOrbiter (EDO) - This
DT0 was completed,and the resultsare being evaluatedby the sponsor.
DTO 901 Orbiter Experiments(OEX) ShuttleInfraredLeesideTemperatureSensinK
(SILTS)- Data were collected,and the data are being evaluatedby the sponsor.
DTO 902 OEX ShuttleUpper AtmosphereMass Spectrometer(SUMS)- This DTO was
performedsuccessfullyduring on-orbit operations. The data will be evaluated
by the sponsor.
DTO 903 OEX ShuttleEntry Air Data System (SEADS)- Data were collectedfor this
DTO, and the data will be evaluatedby the sponsor.
DTO 910 OEX OrbitalAccelerationResearchExperiment- This DTO was successfully
performedduring on-orbit operations,and the data are being evaluatedby the
sponsor.
DTO 9110EX AerothermalInstrumentationPackage - Data were collectedfor this
DTO and are being evaluatedby the sponsor.
Entry/LandingDevelopmentTest Obiectives
DTO 242 Entry AerodynamicControlSurfacesTest - Only five of the eight
programmed test inputs (PTI's)were performed. Data were collectedfrom these
PTI's and are being evaluatedby the sponsor.
DTO 307 Entry StructuralCapability- Data were collectedfor thls DTO and are
being evaluatedby the sponsor.
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DTO 517 Hot NosewheelSteeringRunway Evaluation- This DTO was performed. The
Commanderassigneda handling qualityrating of 2 to the high speed steering
task, stating that the vehicle handled "betterthan the Simulator"for the same
test conditions.
DT0 805 CrosswindLanding Performance- This DTO was not performedbecause the
crosswindswere less than the minimum requirementsof the DTO.
- DETAILED SUPPLEMENTARYOBJECTIVES
Ten DSO's were scheduledfor the STS-40 mission,and all were performed
. successfully.
DSO 469 In-FlightRadiationDose Distribution(TissueEquivalentProportional
Counter (TEPC) Only, Activationon Flight Day 2 - Data were collectedand are
being evaluatedby the sponsor.
DSO 476 In-FlightAerobic Exercise- The treadmillwas used satisfactorilyand
no malfunctionsof the treadmillwere observed.
DSO 601 Changes in BaroreflexFunction- Data were collectedfor this experiment
and will be evaluatedby the sponsor.
DSO 605 PosturalEquilibriumControlDuring Landing/Egress- Data were collected
_at the landingsite and are being evaluatedby the sponsor.
DSO 606 Muscle Size and Lipids (MRI/MRS) Data were collectedfor this
experimentand will be evaluatedby the sponsor.
DSO 611 Air MonitoringInstrumentEvaluationand Atmosphericcharacterization
(MicrobialAir Sample and Archival Organic Sampler- Data were collectedfor
this experimentare will be evaluatedby the sponsor.
DSO 901 DocumentaryTelevision- All documentarytelevisiondata will be
evaluatedby the sponsor.
DSO 902 DocumentaryMotion PicturePhotography- Much data were collectedfor
this experimentand will be evaluatedby the sponsor.
. r DSO 903 DocumentaryStill Photography- Much data were collectedfor this
experimentand will be evaluatedby the sponsor.
DSO 904 Assessmentof Human Factors- Data were collectedfor this experiment
and are being evaluatedby the sponsor.
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TABLE I.- STS-40 SEQUENCEOF EVENTS
Event Description Actual time,
G.m.t.
APU activation APU-1GG chamber pressure 156:13:20:09.33
APU-2 GG chamber pressure 156:13:20:08.40
APU-3 GG chamber pressure 156:13:20:07.34
SRB HPU activation LH HPU systemA startcommand 156:13:24:23.198
LH HPU system B start command 156:13:24:23.358
RH HPU system A start command 156:13:24:23.518
RH HPU system B start command 156:13:24:23.678
Mainpropulsion Engine3 startcommandaccepted 156:13:24:44.466
System start Engine 2 start command accepted 156:13:24:44.558
Engine 1 start command accepted 156:13:24:44.708
SRB ignition command SRB ignition command to SRB 156:13:24:51.008
(lift-off)
Throttle up to Engine 3 command accepted 156:13:24:55.107
104 percent thrust Engine 2 command accepted 156:13:24:55.078
Engine 1 command accepted 156:13:24:55.108
Throttle down to Engine 3 command accepted 156:13:25:11.427
98 percent thrust Engine 2 command accepted 156:13:25:11.399
Engine 1 command accepted 156:13:25:11.429
Throttle down to Engine 3 command accepted 156:13:25:20.707
71 percent thrust Engine 2 command accepted 156:13:25:20.679
Engine 1 command accepted 156:13:25:20.709
Maximum dynamic Derived ascent dynamic 156:13:25:43
pressure (q) pressure
Throttle up to Engine 3 command accepted 156:13:25:51.428 _
104 percent thrust Engine 2 command accepted 156:13:25:51.400
Engine 1 command accepted 156:13:25:51.430
Both SRM's chamber LH SRM chamber pressure 156:13:26:50.808
pressure at 50 psi mid-range select
RH SRM chamber pressure 156:13:26:50.448
mid-range select
End SRM action LH SRM chamber pressure 156:13:26:53.498
mid-range select
RH SRM chamber pressure 156:13:26:52.748
mid-range select
SRB separation command SRB separation command flag 156:I3:26:55.XXX
SRB physical SRB physical separation 156:13:26:55.848
separation
Throttle down for Engine 3 command accepted 156:13:32:20.718
3g acceleration Engine 2 command accepted 156:13:32:20.674
Engine I command accepted 156:13:32:20.722
3g acceleration Total load factor 156:13:32:21
MECO MECO command flag 156:13:33:21
MECO confirm flag 156:13:33:22
ET separation ET separation command flag 156:13:33:40
OMS-I ignition Left engine bi-prop valve N/A
position Not performed -
Right engine bi-prop valve direct insertion
position trajectory flown
XXX = Data loss
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TABLE I.- CONTINUED
Event Description Actual time,
G.m.t.
OMS-I cutoff Left engine bi-prop valve N/A
_ position Not performed -
Right engine bl-prop valve direct insertion
position trajectory flown
APU deactivation APU-I GG chamber pressure 156:13:39:04.14
' APU-2 GG chamber pressure 156:13:39:02.39
APU-3 GG chamber pressure 156:13:39:01.97
OMS-2 ignition Left engine bi-prop valve 156:14:07:09.4
• position
. Rightenginebi-propvalve 156:14:07:09.3
position
OMS-2cutoff Leftenginebi-propvalve 156:14:09:13.9
position
Rightenginebi-propvalve 156:14:09:14.0
position
Payloadbay dooropen PBD rightopen I 156:15:00:07
PBD leftopen1 156:15:00:07
Flight control
system checkout
APU start APU-2 GG chamber pressure 164:14:08:27,93
APU stop APU-2 GG chamberpressure 164:14:15:27.94
Payloadbay doorclose PBD leftclose1 165:11:20:23
_. PBD right close 1 165:12:05:38
APU activation APU-I GG chamber pressure 165:14:32:53.94
for entry APU-2 GG chamber pressure 165:14:55:54.10
APU-3 GG chamber pressure 165:14:55:55.19
Deorbit maneuver Left engine bi-prop valve 165:14:37:36.2
ignition position
Right engine bi-prop valve 165:14:37:36.0
position
Deorbit maneuver Left engine bi-prop valve 165:14:40:26.0
cutoff position
Right engine bi-prop valve 165:14:40:26.0
position
Entry interface Current orbital altitude 165:15:07:49
(400k) above reference ellipsoid
Blackout ends Data locked at high sample No blackout
• rate
Terminal area Major mode change (305) 165:15:33.00
energy management
• - Main landing gear LH MLG tire pressure 165:15:39:11
contact RH MLG tire pressure 165:15:39:11
Main landinggear LH MLG weighton wheels 165:15:39:12
weighton wheels RH MLG weighton wheels 165:15:39:11
Nose landing gear NLG tire pressure 165:15:39:25
contact
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TABLE I.- CONTINUED
Event Description Actualtime,
G.m.t.
Nose landinggear NLG WT on Wheels-i 165:15:39:25
weighton wheels
Wheelsstop Velocitywith respectto 165:15:40:05
runway
APU deactivation APU-IGG chamberpressure 165:15:57:36.68
APU-2GG chamberpressure 165:15:57:55.13
APU-3GG chamberpressure 165:15:57:55.85
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bTABLE II.- STS-4u PROBLEMTRACKINGLIST
Number Title Reference Comments
STS-40-V-01 IMU 2 FailedPreflight 152:06:00G.m.t. Duringthe second launchattempt,the firstpreflightcalibration
Calibration(CausedScrub)Prelaunch showedshifts in the IMU 2 accelerometerdata. The calibrationwas
CAR 40RF01 repeatedtwice and the data indicateda problemwith the stabilityof
the accelerometer. IMU 2 was removedand replaced. The IMU that was
removedcheckedout satisfactorilyin the laboratory.
STS-40-V-02 Aft Bulkhead/PayloadBay 156:15:55G.m.t. Severalthermalblanketson the 1307 bulkheadbecamepartially
InterfaceDamage unfastened. A sectionof the aft bulkheadpayloadbay door
a) PayloadBay Door IM 40RF03 environmentalseal (portside) was also debondedand was protruding
EnvironmentalSeal into the payloadbay. No ferryimpact. Chit J3595A. Seal separated
Damage at splice. Identifiedsubstandardbond to RTV base.
b) Loose blanketson 1307 IM 40RF02
bulkhead
STS-40-V-03 LithiumHydroxide(LiOH) 157:10:47G.m.t. Crew reportedthat the aft port latch on the LiOH stowagedoor was
Door Aft Port LatchWon't IM 40RF04 closed. IFM tools were used to pry the latchopen. Toolsused to
Close close for entry. Latchoperated freelypostflight.
STS-40-V-04 OMS CrossfeedLine Heater 157:19:40G.m.t. OMS crossfeedcenterthermostaton heaterA systemwould not control
A Failed Off (V43T6242A) IM 40RF05 in its normal range.
IPR 50V-0004 KSC: Normal heaterchecksper V43CAO.020
No ferry impact. Heatersoff for ferry.
STS-40-V-05 Video InterfaceUnit-(: 158:23:10G.m.t. Powercable didn'twork until after an IFMwas performedon the unit.
Malfunction Interfacecable loses signalwhen cable jiggled. Ship VIU and cable
b._ to 3SC FEPC.
STS-40-V-06 TAGS Problems:
a) False Jam Indicator Throughoutmission TAGS jam indicationwas initiatedduringinitialTAGS upllnkand
Light until TAGS jam severaltimes thereafter. Indicationwas confirmedto be false.
Indicationclearedbyuplinking page advance.
b) Real Jam 162:09:52G.m.t. TAGS jam occurredmost likelyat the end of a Mode 1 uplinkas
previouspage enteredthe developer. Subsequentpage advanceproved
the jam to be a true jam. KSC: Send TAGS unit to JSC FEPC
STS-40-V-07 L5L ThrusterFailedOff 158:00:51G.m.t. VernierthrusterL5L failedoff by redundancymanagement (RM)due
IN 40RF06 to low chamberpressure. The thrusterwas hot fired and reselected.
Thrusterwas used remainderof flightwith erraticchamberpressure
Thrusterremovedand replacedand sent to Marquardt. Fuel sample
analysisrequired. Chit J-3705
5TS-40-V-08 HydrogenTank 3 HeaterA 163:05:45G.m.t. Heaterfailed after severalcycleson automatic. KSC is to
FailedOff IM 40RF07 troubleshoot.
IPR 50V-0005
3TS-40-V-09 LooseThermalCover on 162:13:53G.m.t. The cover on the EVA hatch was noticedto be loose afterthe fifth
TunnelAdapterTop Hatch IIM 40RF08 orbit began. Postflightinspectionis r.equired.
_S-40-V-10 LowerLeft and Lower Right PR 2-A0027 Degradedperformanceon these antennasduringthe entireflight. MCR
S-BandQuadAntennas Had PR UA 2-A0012 approval requiredto work at Palmdaleduringmajor modification.
ErraticCommunications IM 40RF09
TABLE II.- STS-40 PROBLEMTRACKINGLIST
Number Title Reference Comments
STS-40-V-II Right ET/OrbiterDoor Postlanding Forwardcenterlinelatch fittingand adjacenttile exhibited
ThermalDamage IM 40RF10 significantmelting/erosion.Hot air flow path tracedto exit gap in
in RTV seal at aft cornerof fixed structure.
STS-40-V-12 APU 1 ServiceLine 165:14:38G.m.t. Duringthe deorbitmaneuverfollowingAPU 1 start,V46T0183Aroseto
TemperatureRise IM 40RFI1 99 °F (FDAlimit= 95 °F). GeneratedTHRMAPU message. Temperature
began to declinebefore heaterB was turned off. Inspectionof heater
wrap required.
STS-40-V-13 a. Loss of Communications161:22:00G.m.t. AIU's and SAGI (SpacelabAudio GroundIsolator)to be returnedto JSC
on Audio InterfaceUnit for troubleshooting.Audio ControlInterfaceUnit to be returnedto
(AIU)-D MSFC.
b. TemporaryLoss of 163:10:20G.m.t.
Con_aunic_tionson
AIU-E
STS-40-V-14 a. 16 mm ET Umbilical Postlanding a. Film was broken30 ft. from the start. Cameracontinuedto run an€
CameraAnomaly Inspection camerahad some sprocketdamage.
b. 35 mm ET Umbilical b. Film broken6 inchesfrom the start.
CameraAnomaly
STS-40-V-15 Ground CommandInterface 156:22:25G.m.t. PDI switchscan (V75S5100E)changedstate when PDI off/onuplink
Logic PDI CommandAnomaly IM40Rf12 commandswere issued. Suspectreversecurrentleakageacrossground
interfacecommandlogic driver.
t_ STS-40-V-16 UmbilicalSeparationPin Film Analysis Objectobservedat ET separationin umbilicalwell camerafilm.o
Guide FittingDetachedat Analysisof photographyshows item appearingto be outboardguide pin
ET Separation bushingfrom liquidhydrogenumbilical.
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